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deal could take weeks or months - unless there is a big stumbling block. It's well known that Boeing has signed a $30bn deal to sell Chinese airlines Boeing's most modern and popular widebody aircraft. But the deal is shrouded in secrecy. Boeing executives and lawyers are refusing to answer questions on details about the price. "It's a highly complex transaction
which is going to be a lengthy process with many stages and milestones," said Richard Aboulafia, an aerospace industry analyst with the Teal Group in Fairfax, Virginia. "This is the largest commercial airplane deal in history," said he told the BBC. "They have been pricing it out for months." 'Highest price ever' The potential transaction is seen as having a big

impact on Boeing's sales outlook and a major test of the company's ability to conduct business in the world's second largest economy. That could have big implications for Boeing's relationship with China, especially in terms of the trade war between the world's two biggest economies. The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) reports that Boeing has locked in the price of
the planes at $8.1bn (£6bn). The newspaper says that includes a premium of $1.1bn over the average price of two Boeing 777-9 aircraft sold by the company to date. The report says that talks with prospective buyers are going well and Boeing hopes to sign a contract in the coming weeks or months. "This is a deal that will lead to the highest price ever for Boeing

777-9 aircraft," the WSJ says, quoting an industry source. "But the deal includes $600m in transaction fees for Boeing, which it has to recoup." US President Donald Trump has been a vocal critic of Boeing and some other American companies since he took office. He had a nasty back and forth with the company over the cost of a new Air Force One
replacement in July. His administration has recently put Boeing on a list of US firms
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